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Abstract

The Demonstration and Science Experiments (DSX) mission operated in medium Earth orbit from 25 June 2019 until 31 May

2021. During this time it conducted experiments that actively injected very low frequency waves into the inner magnetosphere to

study wave generation, wave propagation, and wave-particle interactions. Experiment planning used cold plasma ray tracing to

predict conjunctions for space-to-space transmissions, and the same technique supports post-mission analysis of both monostatic

and bistatic signal receptions. Modifications for warm plasma may also be required for extremely oblique waves. In addition,

evaluations of amplitude thresholds for triggered emissions provide bounds on DSX signal amplitudes useful for constraining the

antenna performance. This report describes both of these analytical tools in the context of mission planning and data analysis.

Ongoing analysis using these techniques will be reported in future publications.
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Abstract14

The Demonstration and Science Experiments (DSX) mission operated in medium Earth15

orbit from 25 June 2019 until 31 May 2021. During this time it conducted experiments16

that actively injected very low frequency waves into the inner magnetosphere to study17

wave generation, wave propagation, and wave-particle interactions. Experiment plan-18

ning used cold plasma ray tracing to predict conjunctions for space-to-space transmis-19

sions, and the same technique supports post-mission analysis of both monostatic and bistatic20

signal receptions. Modifications for warm plasma may also be required for extremely oblique21

waves. In addition, evaluations of amplitude thresholds for triggered emissions provide22

bounds on DSX signal amplitudes useful for constraining the antenna performance. This23

report describes both of these analytical tools in the context of mission planning and data24

analysis. Ongoing analysis using these techniques will be reported in future publications.25

1 Introduction26

The Air Force Research Laboratory’s (AFRL) Demonstration and Science Exper-27

iments (DSX) spacecraft (Scherbarth et al., 2009) was launched into a 6000 x 12000 km,28

42◦ inclination orbit on 25 June 2019 and operated until 31 May 2021. The primary DSX29

mission was to develop technologies for remediating the trapped radiation environment30

produced by a high-altitude nuclear explosion by exploiting resonant interactions between31

VLF waves and MeV electrons.32

To support these goals, DSX hosted a high-voltage very low frequency (VLF) trans-33

mitter (Reinisch et al., 2022) and a sensitive VLF receiver (Linscott et al., 2022) con-34

nected to two semi-rigid orthogonal booms with tip-to-tip lengths of 81.6m and 16.3m.35

The payload also included a three-axis magnetic search coil. During the mission, DSX36

completed 3,210 orbits and conducted 1,338 active VLF experiments amounting to 28,76937

minutes of transmission time and over 10 million individual pulses.38

Although VLF transmissions from terrestrial sources have been studied in the Earth’s39

inner magnetosphere for decades (R. A. Helliwell & Katsufrakis, 1979; Inan et al., 1984),40

DSX represents a rare instance of an active space experiment in which VLF waves are41

injected in situ without intermediating ionospheric plasma. One notable example is the42

NASA IMAGE mission (Reinisch et al., 2000) which carried a low-power transmitter for43

magnetospheric sounding that operated down to 3 kHz.44

The DSX transmitter was designed to tolerate much higher voltages and was op-45

timized for operations at VLF. To characterize the performance of the transmitter and46

antenna system, the mission included transmissions to other spacecraft carrying VLF47

receivers. Ray tracing was utilized during experiment planning to maximize the likeli-48

hood of signal reception. In addition to observing natural (such as lightning) and an-49

thropogenic (such as terrestrial transmitter) VLF emissions, DSX captured instances in50

which its own transmissions reflected back to the spacecraft and these have been suc-51

cessfully explained using ray tracing. Finally, DSX may also have produced unexpected52

triggered emissions through resonant interactions with trapped electrons. Threshold re-53

quirements on wave amplitudes for the triggering process therefore provide insight into54

the radiation efficiency of the DSX transmitter.55

In Section 2 we briefly review ray tracing in cold and warm plasmas using general56

and quasi-longitudinal treatments. In Section 3 we discuss the use of cold plasma ray57

tracing to plan DSX conjunctions with terrestrial transmitters and other spacecraft. We58

also detail its use to predict and explain self-reception of waves transmitted from DSX.59

Finally, Section 4 analytically examines the conditions needed for DSX to produce sec-60

ondary, triggered emissions through interactions with energetic electrons along these ray61

paths. Together these modeling approaches support both mission planning and data anal-62

ysis.63
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2 Ray Tracing in Cold and Warm Plasmas64

2.1 General Ray Tracing Approach65

Since the early days of geophysical studies exploiting VLF waves, ray tracing has66

been a mainstay for explaining a surprisingly varied repertoire of observations (e.g. Storey67

(1953)). Ray tracing is an application of geometric optics and a reduction of the Wentzel-68

Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation to the electromagnetic wave equation solutions69

via the eikonal approximation (Stix, 1992). This approach effectively treats the wave fre-70

quency as infinite and its wavelength as zero. In general that approximation is only valid71

where the wavelength of the waves being simulated is much smaller than the scale length72

of variations in the propagation medium, but this applies over a surprisingly large regime73

in space physics, including that of VLF in the inner magnetosphere.74

With these assumptions in place, ray tracing computes the paths of VLF waves us-75

ing a pair of coupled ordinary differential equations, shown here in the Haselgrove form76

(Haselgrove, 1963; Budden, 1988):77

dr

dτ
= c

∂G

∂n
,

dn

dτ
= −c

∂G

∂r
, (1)78

where r represents the ray location in space, n is the phase index of refraction (which79

is in the direction of the wave normal), c is the speed of light, and G is the ratio of the80

magnitude of the state variable n to the medium’s index of refraction at location r (ex-81

pected to be equal to 1 at all times). τ is the “ray time”, which is not a very useful quan-82

tity. In practice the system is typically rewritten in terms of the group time, which de-83

scribes the propagation of the wave energy.84

These equations may be quickly implemented and integrated as an initial value prob-85

lem using any convenient software package or programming language (e.g. Inan and Bell86

(1977); Starks (2002)). When combined with plasma density and geomagnetic field mod-87

els, the solver yields ray positions and wave normals as a function of time.88

When tracing whistler mode signals in the magnetosphere it is often found that two89

key wave normal angles feature in the results: the cold plasma resonance cone angle and90

the Gendrin angle (Gendrin, 1961), both of which can be derived from the full cold plasma91

refractive index n = kc/ω, considered as a function of (ωpe,Ωe, ω, θ) (the plasma fre-92

quency, electron gyrofrequency, wave frequency, and wave normal angle, respectively),93

e.g., as given by Stix (1992). In the form used by Albert (2005),94

1

n2
=

(RL− PS) sin2 θ + 2PS + σ
√

(RL− PS)2 sin4 θ + 4P 2D2 cos2 θ

2PRL
(2)95

where (R,L, P, S,D) are the standard plasma parameters and σ is defined as the sign96

of −PD, so that σ = +1 as long as ω < ωpe and Ωp < ω < Ωe. The wave normal an-97

gle between the wave vector k and the background magnetic field lies between 0 and 180◦,98

so k⊥ = k sin θ ≥ 0 but k∥ = k cos θ is signed.99

Setting 1/n2 = 0 leads to the usual condition tan2 θRC = −P/S for the “reso-100

nance cone” angle θRC , at which the wave index of refraction goes to infinity and be-101

yond which propagation is not permitted.102

Propagation is, however, permitted at the Gendrin angle, where the group veloc-103

ity is initially aligned with the ambient magnetic field (although it need not remain so).104

The simple relations105

k2∥c
2 = ω2n2 cos2 θ, k2⊥c

2 = ω2n2 sin2 θ, tan θ = k⊥/k∥ (3)106
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can be used to express partial derivatives of k⊥ and k∥ as derivatives of n2 with respect107

to ω and θ. Thus, the expressions for ray propagation can be written as108

Vg∥

c
=

1

c

( ∂ω

∂k∥

)
k⊥

=
(
n2 cos θ +

∂n2

∂θ

sin θ

2

) 1

Γ
,109

Vg⊥

c
=

1

c

( ∂ω

∂k⊥

)
k∥

=
(
n2 sin θ − ∂n2

∂θ

cos θ

2

) 1

Γ
, (4)110

where Γ denotes the combination n[n2+(ω/2)(∂n2/∂ω)] (Albert, 2007, 2008). Setting111

Vg⊥ = 0 determines the Gendrin angle θG and leads to112 (RL− PS

PD

)2

tan4 θG + 4 tan2 θG +
(RL + P 2

PS
+ 2

)
= 0, (5)113

which is just a quadratic for tan2 θG. For a whistler mode wave, with S > 0 (Ωp < ω <114

ωLH), D > 0 (Ωp < ω < Ωe), and P < 0 (ω < ωpe), this quadratic has valid solutions115

unless L < −P < R. The condition L < −P is usually satisfied but −P < R is not,116

and only occurs when, approximately, ω > (Ωe/2)(1 − Ω2
e/2ω2

pe). Thus, the Gendrin117

angle is not always guaranteed to exist.118

2.2 Quasi-Longitudinal Approximation and Parallel Propagation119

Simplifying further, the quasi-longitudinal approximation,120

n2 =
ω2
pe

ω(Ωe| cos θ| − ω)
, (6)121

can be used for whistler mode waves well above the lower hybrid frequency, giving cos θRC ≈122

ω/Ωe. This yields Γ = (ωΩe/2ω2
pe)n

5| cos θ|, as noted by Albert (2017), as well as ∂n2/∂θ =123

(ωΩe/ω
2
pe)n

4 sin θ. Combining gives124

Vg∥

c
=

1

n cos θ

[
1 + | cos θ|

(
| cos θ| − 2ω

Ωe

)]
125

Vg⊥

c
=

sin θ

n| cos θ|

(
| cos θ| − 2ω

Ωe

)
. (7)126

Note that the parallel components of the wave vector and the group velocity point in the127

same direction, since (k cos θ)Vg∥ > 0. Setting the expression for Vg⊥ to zero gives the128

standard approximation cos θG = 2ω/Ωe. For θ > θG, n becomes large and Vg∥ be-129

comes small, though it does not go through zero and so does not describe magnetospheric130

reflection (Kimura, 1966). Indeed, Vg⊥ ≪ |Vg∥|, giving nearly field-aligned propagation.131

At θG this expression for Vg∥ agrees with the estimate of equation 3 of Mourenas et al.132

(2015), although the latter contains an additional factor of 2(cos θ−ω/Ωe)/ cos θ, which133

would imply even smaller values of Vg∥ for θ > θG.134

A quasi-longitudinal approach may be taken to simulate propagation in plasma-135

spheric ducts, which are generally weak (a few percent) field-aligned density enhance-136

ments, but may also be depletions (Smith, 1961). Such signals are important because137

non-ducted waves tend to evolve oblique wave normal angles as they propagate long dis-138

tances, while those in ducts remain essentially field-aligned. This can be modeled by re-139

placing the Haselgrove equations with a form that ensures the wave refractive index vec-140

tor (and therefore the wave normal) remains aligned with the ambient geomagnetic field,141

while enforcing propagation along the field line:142

dr

dtg
= B̂0Vgχ,

dn

dtg
=

dn

dr
· dr

dtg
+

dn

dθ

dθ

dtg
χ, (8)143

where B̂0 is the direction of the geomagnetic field at location r, tg is the group time, Vg144

is the wave group velocity, θ is the wave normal angle, and χ is the sign of B̂0 · n. It145
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Figure 1. Left: Index of refraction curves for cold and warm plasma. The cold plasma reso-

nance cone is shown in black. Right: Raytracing trajectories in a Te = Ti = 1 eV plasma.

can be shown that dθ/dtg = 0 because the wave remains field-aligned at all times. In146

actuality, waves propagate in both ducted and non-ducted modes simultaneously (termed147

“mixed path” propagation (R. Helliwell, 1965), so both varieties of ray tracing are use-148

ful (Starks et al., 2020).149

2.3 Warm Plasma Raytracing150

It has been suggested that waves emitted from the relatively short DSX antenna151

may have large indices of refraction, with wave normal angles relatively close to the cold152

plasma resonance cone. In such circumstances, wave propagation may be better approx-153

imated by accounting for warm plasma effects. Aubrey et al. (1970) formulated an adi-154

abatic warm plasma dispersion relation by truncating at the linear term a power series155

expansion of the moments of the plasma distribution function, noting that this is equiv-156

alent to neglecting the divergence of the heat flux. For non-zero ion and/or electron tem-157

peratures, this approach eliminates the cold plasma resonance cone and closes the re-158

fractive index surface at high values of the index of refraction, as shown in the left panel159

of Figure 1.160

We note that the elimination of the cold plasma resonance cone admits the exis-161

tence of propagating waves at extreme angles, even in regions forbidden by cold plasma162

theory. These waves are free to undergo magnetospheric reflection and return to their163

origins like any other whistler-mode wave.164

Maxworth and Go lkowski (2017) conducted ray tracing of oblique waves using the165

Aubrey formalism to assess the differences in paths, group delays, and damping as com-166

pared to cold plasma. In the right panel of Figure 1 we present a group of 3 kHz rays167

traced in warm plasma from L = 3.2 at 33◦ magnetic latitude. All of these rays are for-168

bidden by cold plasma theory, but in warm plasma they are predicted to return to the169

transmitter location with a wide range of group delays.170

Given the apparent proximity to the cold plasma resonance cone of at least some171

DSX emitted wave normals, as seen in later in this report, warm plasma ray tracing is172

likely to play an important role in understanding the performance of the DSX VLF trans-173

mitter.174

3 Planning Experimental Conjunctions175

The DSX mission utilized ray tracing calculations to plan experimental activities,176

including both VLF transmissions and receptions. The latter category includes VLF en-177
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Figure 2. Left: Simulated wave field from 25.2 kHz VLF transmitter at 660 km, with DSX

magnetic footprint indicated in green. Right: Predicted power flux at DSX.

ergy produced naturally in the magnetosphere, lightning, and terrestrial transmitters.178

Plasmaspheric hiss and chorus have known spatial distributions (e.g. W. Li et al. (2015),179

Aryan et al. (2016), Meredith et al. (2018), Meredith et al. (2020)) that may be com-180

pared to the projected DSX ephemeris during experiment planning. Similarly, a light-181

ning VLF climatology is provided by Colman and Starks (2013). Here we consider plan-182

ning observations of VLF transmissions from ground-based systems and from the DSX183

spacecraft itself.184

3.1 Terrestrial VLF Transmitter Observations185

When planning observations of terrestrial VLF transmitters, representations of the186

transmitter power pattern above the bulk of the ionosphere (such as those found in Cohen187

et al. (2012)) were ray traced throughout the magnetosphere and virtually “flown through”188

(Starks et al. (2008)) along the DSX orbital trajectory to identify favorable conjunctions189

during which to observe the transmitter VLF fields. These power distributions were in-190

corporated into a database built into the DSX planning tools to enable automatic iden-191

tification of such opportunities. Both ducted and non-ducted ray tracings were included.192

The left panel of Figure 2 shows the power flux at 660 km altitude predicted for193

the 25.2 kHz VLF transmitter in North Dakota, overlaid with the geomagnetic footprint194

of a portion of a DSX orbit. The right panel indicates the predicted power flux at DSX195

for non-ducted energy from the transmitter. Actual spacecraft observations will provide196

information on propagation modes and ionospheric attenuation.197

3.2 Space-to-Space Transmissions198

The onboard VLF transmitter offers the opportunity to conduct bistatic experi-199

ments in which a remote spacecraft listens for DSX signals. The successful reception of200

DSX transmissions by JAXA’s Arase mission (McCollough et al., 2022) demonstrates201

the utility of ray tracing for space-to-space conjunction planning. Throughout the mis-202

sion, element sets for DSX and other spacecraft carrying VLF receivers were screened203

for field-line and line-of-sight conjunctions. When promising opportunities were identi-204

fied, ray tracing was conducted for times before, during and after the point of closest ap-205

proach to predict the likely quality of a point-to-point measurement and the best trans-206

mit frequency to use.207

Figure 3 shows the results of such an analysis during a conjunction in which Arase208

detected DSX transmissions. The left panel represents a moment when Arase was just209

112 km distant from the DSX geomagnetic field line, while the right panel captures the210

–6–
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Figure 3. Ray tracing during a DSX conjunction with the Arase spacecraft on 4 Sep 2019.
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L=4

05:57:48 UT

DSX Arase

Figure 4. Same as left panel of Figure 3, but restricting the launched wave normal angles.

moment of closest spatial approach between the two vehicles, at 410 km. Ray tracing211

predicts an Arase reception at the earlier time but not the later one, which agrees with212

the observations in (McCollough et al., 2022).213

Note that these ray tracings propagate all rays with a real index of refraction as214

determined by the cold plasma dispersion relation. One of the goals of DSX was to in-215

vestigate the behavior of its 82 m antenna emitting VLF waves in a magnetoplasma and216

to identify a serviceable model of antenna performance. By considering all admissible217

rays, observations of when rays are and are not detected by the listening spacecraft and218

any noted Doppler shifts can help to determine which wave normal angles are actually219

excited from the DSX antenna.220

As an example, Figure 4 reproduces the analysis in the left panel of Figure 3 while221

restricting the launched wave normal angles to high values at or above the Gendrin an-222

gle (79◦ in this case). We note that the extent of the illuminated region becomes much223

smaller – an effect that, if present, should be observable in the Arase data.224

The matter of emitted wave normals becomes more significant when analyzing con-225

junctions with spacecraft in low Earth orbit, such as AFRL’s VLF Propagation Map-226

per (VPM) smallsat, which carried a VLF receiver (Marshall et al., 2021). VPM oper-227

ated in a circular 500 km, 52◦ inclination orbit and was a target for DSX VLF transmis-228
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sions between February and September 2020. Similar to the case with spacecraft at higher229

orbits, element sets were screened throughout the mission for geomagnetic field line con-230

junctions. Ray tracing was then performed at a variety of frequencies to identify the trans-231

mitter settings most likely to result in a reception. At mid-band frequencies (∼10 kHz)232

some of the admissible wave normal angles result in rays that are predicted to undergo233

magnetospheric reflection before reaching VPM altitudes. Reflection may occur when234

a whistler-mode wave propagates into a region where the wave frequency is below than235

the local lower hybrid frequency. At this point the cold plasma resonance cone disap-236

pears, the refractive index surface closes, and the wave normal may reverse its sense with237

respect to the geomagnetic field. This is the case for all low-band frequencies (∼3 kHz),238

but does not occur for high-band (∼20 kHz). Thus, receiving or not receiving DSX trans-239

missions on VPM can in conjunction with ray tracing provide evidence for the presence240

or absence of ranges of wave normal angles in the emitted radiation (Reid et al., 2022).241

Figure 5 depicts the lowest altitudes reached by 8.2 kHz VLF emissions from DSX242

during a field-line conjunction with the VPM spacecraft, as predicted by ray tracing. It243

captures the behavior of all admissible rays, and shows that for small wave normal an-244

gles, energy is expected to penetrate to the VPM altitude where it might be detected.245

At larger angles, the waves magnetospherically reflect at higher altitudes. For clarity,246

there are two traces plotted in black in the figure, corresponding to waves in the merid-247

ional plane launched toward and away from the Earth. In reality, waves with other az-248

imuths around the geomagnetic field line smoothly fill the region between the two traces249

shown. See Reid et al. (2022) for an analysis of all of the DSX-VPM experiments.250

3.3 Boomerang Receptions251

As described above, whistler mode waves such as those emitted from DSX may un-252

der certain circumstances undergo magnetospheric reflection and reverse their path along253

the geomagnetic field. A subset of those reflected waves may return to DSX and be de-254

tected, thereby providing a self-diagnostic capability.255

Figure 6 shows an example boomerang experiment, during which DSX was near256

L = 2 and just south of the geomagnetic equator. The top panel will be discussed presently,257

–8–
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Figure 6. Simulated and observed DSX boomerang spectrograms.

but the lower two panels show data from the BBR, including periods when DSX was trans-258

mitting (between the white bars) and listening. At 14:12:27 UT, DSX transmitted three259

100 ms pulses at 2700, 2800 and 2900 Hz, which are clearly seen as leakage in the mag-260

netic field channel depicted in the center panel. The electric field channel (bottom panel)261

is saturated during the transmission. Boomerang echoes are detected in the electric field262

after a short delay, but are not seen in the magnetic field.263

Cold plasma ray tracing may be used to understand these observations and learn264

something about which waves are emitted by the DSX transmitter. 10,000 rays at 2800265

Hz were launched both north- and south-bound from the DSX location with wave nor-266

mal angles arrayed between field-aligned and nearly 90◦ to the geomagnetic field (i.e. near267

the resonance cone) with a maximum index of refraction of 670. This index of refrac-268

tion corresponds to a wave with a 160 m wavelength, which would be favored by the DSX269

antenna in the vacuum approximation. A full 360◦ set of azimuths around the geomag-270

netic field was included in the simulation. Although waves at a single wave normal an-271

gle look the same to the antenna (to first order) and plasma regardless of their azimuth,272

they incur different Doppler shifts due to the orbital motion of DSX and travel slightly273

different paths. A fully three-dimensional simulation is therefore required, and this was274

performed in an eccentric dipole magnetic field based on IGRF coefficients (Alken et al.,275

2021). The Ozhogin plasmaspheric density model was linearly scaled to match the plasma276

density observed at the DSX location by analyzing DSX spectrograms using the method277

described in Reinisch et al. (2022).278

Figure 7 captures the results of the ray tracing, where only the rays returning to279

within 20 km of the DSX location are considered candidates for boomerang reception.280

The bottom panel plots the index of refraction at launch of all of the returning rays as281

a function of their initial wave normal angle. Because all of the returning waves have very282
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high initial wave normal angles (> 88◦) the plot conveniently captures rays initially launched283

both northward (left half of plot) and southward (right half). For reference, the cold plasma284

resonance cone angle is depicted by dashed red lines. Propagation is forbidden in the re-285

gion between them. The Gendrin angle at which rays initially propagate directly along286

the geomagnetic field line is marked with green dashed lines.287

We observe that southbound rays with wave normal angles in a narrow range (<∼288

1◦) are predicted to return to DSX, with indices of refraction between about 200 and 450.289

This is the short path to the mirror point, as DSX was at a magnetic latitude of −7.6◦.290

The somewhat longer path to the north results in a more limited – but similar – set of291

predicted boomerang receptions.292

The top panel of Figure 7 plots the round-trip transit time to DSX of the predicted293

boomerang signals, again as a function of launch wave normal angle and color coded by294

“hop” (one hop corresponds to a trip to the mirror point and back; two hops involve travel295

onward to the conjugate mirror point and return to DSX; and so on). We note three hops296

are predicted within the 4 seconds that were simulated, and that the northbound rays297

with the longer paths have longer delays for odd hops (the red, two-hop times are the298

same because the path lengths are the same for even hops).299

Returning to Figure 6, we observe that the 2800 Hz pulse was seen back at DSX300

after an 0.4s propagation delay. Adding the purple line at 0.4s to Figure 7, we identify301

an intersection with only the southbound rays, corresponding most closely to an index302

of refraction (n) of 350. No corresponding northbound rays with this index of refraction303

are predicted to return to DSX, and indeed none appear in the data. If such rays were304
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observed, one would expect a distinct echo at 0.6 s (based on the top panel of Figure 7),305

well-separated from the other return.306

As a final step, ray tracing is performed for all three transmitted frequencies us-307

ing the same approach to select the initial wave normal angle. That is, each pulse is treated308

as an individual experiment, because the behavior of the DSX antenna in the plasma is309

not well-understood. The top panel of Figure 6 is a synthetic spectrogram created from310

the predicted boomerang rays, accounting for transmit and receive Doppler shifts. We311

note that it reproduces the observations at all three frequencies with about 10% accu-312

racy, which is impressive over path lengths of 10s of Mm.313

We make three important observations from these results:314

1. The time of arrival of the first southbound hop (blue markers, right side of Fig-315

ure 7) has a moderate dependence on the launch wave normal angle. If all of the depicted316

waves were excited by the antenna, about 0.08/0.40 = 20% time dispersion would be317

expected in the observed boomerang. This amount is resolvable, but is not seen. This318

constrains the possible wave normal bandwidth of the transmission.319

2. At wave normal angles larger than about 91.4◦, the simulation predicts multi-320

ple hops returning to DSX. These are not observed. If waves with such wave normals321

were emitted, it would be surprising not to see those later echoes, given the relatively322

short path lengths and the strength of the first-hop signal. It would also imply that cor-323

responding northbound waves should be observed, including a one-hop boomerang. These324

are also not observed. This suggests a quite narrow range of possible wave normal an-325

gles emitted by DSX in this case: about 0.5◦ centered near 91.2◦.326

3. The magnetic field channel in the center panel of Figure 6 shows no detectable327

magnetic field signature from the boomerang reception. The quasi-electrostatic nature328

of the wave so implied strengthens our conclusion that highly-oblique waves near the res-329

onance cone are in fact responsible for the detected signals. However, these waves are330

still not oblique enough that warm plasma ray tracing (as described in Section 2.3) yields331

different results from cold plasma, so those results are not shown.332

This technique is quite sensitive to wave normal angle because of the steepness of333

the refractive index surface near the cold plasma resonance cone. Figure 8 plots three334

rays from Figure 7 with very similar wave normal angles. Each panel shows distance from335

DSX and magnetic latitude as a function of time. Rays passing within 20 km of DSX336

are considered candidates for reception (horizontal dotted line). Panel A represents the337

southbound ray with the matching first-hop transit time, and it can be seen that it ex-338

actly matches the observed delay on the first hop (red circle) but does not return within339

20 km of DSX on later hops. Panel B depicts a ray with a slightly different wave nor-340

mal angle, which returns to DSX on the first, second and third hops, but much too quickly341

as compared to the data. We conclude that the antenna did not excite this wave nor-342

mal. Panel C shows a ray with wave normal angle to the geomagnetic field almost iden-343

tical to that in Panel 1, but launched northbound. Note that it never returns to DSX.344

A larger study of DSX boomerang receptions conducted in this manner should yield345

constraints on the nature of the waves emitted during the active experiments, although346

it only addresses those wave normal angles corresponding to waves that have paths back347

to DSX.348

4 Triggered Emissions: Inhomogeneity Parameter for Oblique Whistler349

Waves350

With a methodology for understanding ray paths and endpoints, we turn now to351

interesting phenomenology that may transpire along that propagation path, and in par-352
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Figure 8. Distance from DSX and magnetic latitude of three 2800 Hz rays. The 20 km de-

tection radius is indicated, as is the time at which the boomerang was detected. Magnetospheric

reflections are indicated by the blue triangles. Note potential detection at red circle in Panel A.
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ticular triggered emissions. It is well known that the introduction of an appropriate co-353

herent VLF wave into the magnetosphere, under fortuitous conditions, can generate or354

”trigger” additional wave activity, with differing time-frequency characteristics. The re-355

sulting wave amplitude can exceed that of the triggering wave, since the energy is mostly356

supplied by the underlying plasma. A brief review of triggered emissions generated by357

the transmitter at Siple Station, Antarctica between 1973 and 1988 is given by (J. D. Li358

et al., 2015).359

The controlled nature of the DSX transmitter offers a unique opportunity to study360

such processes, which are inherently nonlinear. Though this is still an active and unset-361

tled field of research, virtually all theoretical analysis takes as its point of departure the362

so-called “inhomogeneity parameter” R (Go lkowski et al., 2019; Tao et al., 2020), which363

may be interpreted as either the direct ratio of linear to nonlinear terms in a pendulum-364

like evolution equation or as the ratio of timescales for resulting adiabatic and nonlin-365

ear trajectories (Albert, 1993; Tao et al., 2020). A prerequisite for nonlinear behavior,366

including triggered emissions, is R < 1. The amplitude of the triggering wave is a cru-367

cial ingredient, though the plasma and resonant particle parameters are also important.368

We consider a relativistic particle near resonance with a single whistler-mode wave369

with arbitrary wave normal angle θ. The phase angle ξ is a combination of the wave and370

gyro phases, ξ = ξ0 +k∥ζ−ωt+sℓϕ, where ζ is distance along the magnetic field line,371

s is the sign of the particle charge (s = −1 for electrons), and the integer ℓ specifies the372

resonance. Following the usual treatment (Bell, 1984; Omura et al., 2008; Mourenas et373

al., 2015), we write the lowest-order equation for dξ/dt as374

dξ

dt
= k∥v∥ + sℓ

Ωe

γ
− ω, (9)375

which is zero at resonance, and develop an expression for d2ξ/dt2. Allowing ω and k∥376

to depend on t and ζ,377

d2ξ

dt2
= k∥

dv∥

dt
+

dk∥

dt
v∥ +

sℓ

γ

∂Ωe

∂ζ

dζ

dt
− sℓΩe

γ2

dγ

dt
− dω

dt
. (10)378

Expressing dv∥/dt in terms of dp∥/dt and dγ/dt, using dζ/dt = v∥, and taking the gyro-379

averaged expressions for dp∥/dt and dγ/dt from Albert et al. (2013) gives380

d2ξ

dt2
=

(dk∥
dt

v∥ −
dω

dt

)
+
(
sℓv∥ −

k∥v
2
⊥

2Ωe

)∂Ωe

∂ζ
+ ω2

NL cos ξ381

≡ ω2
NL

(
R + cos ξ

)
, (11)382

where R is the inhomogeneity parameter. The squared nonlinear trapping frequency is383

ω2
NL =

|q|
mcω

ω2

γ

(k2∥c2
ω2

− 1
){v⊥

c

[E1 + E2

2
Jℓ+1 +

E1 − E2

2
Jℓ−1

]
− s

v∥

c
E3Jℓ

}
, (12)384

and the Bessel functions J have argument k⊥ρ. The wave electric field components have385

ratios386

E1

E3
=

P − n2 sin2 θ

n2 cos θ sin θ
,

E2

E3
= − D

S − n2

E1

E3
, (13)387

the squared, time-averaged wave amplitude is E2
w = (E2

1 + E2
2 + E2

3)/2, and the cor-388

responding wave magnetic field components (in cgs units) are389

B1 = nE2 cos θ, B2 = n(E1 cos θ + E3 sin θ), B3 = nE2 sin θ. (14)390

The time derivatives are convective derivatives following the particle: d()/dt = ∂()/∂t+391

v∥∂()/∂ζ. Along a dipole field line, distance ζ and latitude λ are related by dζ/dλ =392

L cosλ
√

1 + 3 sin2 λ, which may be integrated to393

ζ =
L

2
√

3

[√
3 sinλ

√
1 + 3 sin2 λ + log

(√
3 sinλ +

√
1 + 3 sin2 λ

)]
. (15)394
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Figure 9. Ray tracing of a single wave in a simple dipole at L = 2 with ne = 2850 cm−3,

starting at the equator. Initially the wave frequency is slightly above the lower hybrid frequency

(ω/ωLH = 1.1), and the wave normal angle is halfway between the Gendrin and resonance cone

values. (a) Trajectory, with red marks indicating the direction of the wave vector. (b) Mag-

netic latitude and dipole L value vs. time (until recrossing the equator). (c) Wave normal angle

θ, local Gendrin angle θG, and local resonance cone angle θRC vs. time. (d) Values of k∥ and

refractive index vs. time.
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4.1 Terms Involving Time Dependence395

Allowing ω to depend on t requires several modifications. It is assumed that the396

frequency variation of the wave originates at its localized source, from which the wave397

propagates while obeying398

∂ω

∂t
+ (Vg · ∇)ω = 0. (16)399

If Vg points mostly in the ζ direction, as it does for both θ = 0 and the Gendrin an-400

gle θG, then ∂ω/∂ζ ≈ −(∂ω/∂t)/Vg∥ and dω/dt ≈ (1 − v∥/Vg∥)(∂ω/∂t). Also, since401

the model of a plane wave with slowly varying parameters comes from an assumed eikonal402

variation exp(iS) with ω = −∂S/∂t and k∥ = ∂S/∂ζ, we have ∂k∥/∂t = −∂ω/∂ζ ≈403

(∂ω/∂t)/Vg∥.404

4.2 Terms Involving Spatial Dependence405

From equation 3, k∥ can be treated as a function of (ωpe,Ωe, ω, θ). The variation406

with θ is often neglected (Albert, 2000; Omura et al., 2008; Mourenas et al., 2015) but407

this is questionable for highly oblique waves, since the corresponding n is highly sensi-408

tive to θ.409

For constant ω, Bell (1984) essentially wrote410

∂k∥

∂ζ
=

∂k∥

∂ωpe

∂ωpe

∂ζ
+

∂k∥

∂Ωe

∂Ωe

∂ζ
+

∂k∥

∂ω

∂ω

∂ζ
+

∂k∥

∂θ

∂θ

∂ζ
(17)411

and cited an expression for ∂θ/∂ζ derived from the ray tracing equations, though it was412

noted that it strictly applied along the wave trajectory, not the particle path. Bell (1986)413

actually traced multiple rays, found field line crossings, and evaluated ∂θ/∂ζ from fit-414

ting and finite differencing. Here, since the trajectories of highly oblique waves are nearly415

field-aligned, ∂k∥/∂ζ and ∂Ωe/∂ζ are obtained by directly finite-differencing along the416

trajectory of a single traced ray.417

4.3 Evaluation418

We consider waves at L = 2, with frequency near the lower hybrid frequency and419

wave normal angle between the Gendrin and resonance cone values. Then the refractive420

index is large but k∥ is small, and the resonance condition with |ℓ| = 1 or larger requires421

large values of v∥, hence large particle energy. More concretely, the wave parameters ω ≈422

ωLH and θ ≈ θG lead to the estimate p∥/mc = 25|n|(Ωe/ωpe), or energy in the MeV423

range. The number of such energetic electrons is likely too low to account for triggered424

emissions, so only the Landau resonance, ℓ = 0, is considered. The corresponding es-425

timate is v∥/c = 0.5(Ωe/ωpe), or typical energy in the keV range. For Landau resonance426

v∥ has the same sign as k∥ which, as mentioned above, has the same sign as Vg∥; thus427

the resonant wave and particle co-propagate up or down the field line.428

For a representative evaluation, we take the cold plasma density at L = 2 to be429

ne = 2850 cm−3, so that the plasma frequency is fpe = 480.46 kHz, the equatorial elec-430

tron cyclotron frequency is fce = 108.50 kHz, and the lower hybrid frequency is fLH =431

2.47 kHz. The wave frequency is taken to be 1.1 fLH , giving a resonance cone angle of432

θRC = 89.39◦ and Gendrin angle of θG = 88.66◦. The initial wave normal angle θ is433

set to (θRC+θG)/2, with the k vector pointing earthward relative to the geomagnetic434

field line. This gives initial values kc/ω ≈ 390 and wavelength of 280 m. Upon ray trac-435

ing in a simple dipole, Figure 9 shows that the wave stays very nearly on the same field436

line, with θ increasing through 90◦ while the wave reflects at about 12◦ latitude. The437

refractive index increases to about 420 during the upward leg and decreases during the438

downward leg, while |k∥| does the reverse. It takes about half a second for the wave to439

reflect and return to the equator.440
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Figure 10. (a) Resonant value of equatorial pitch angle α0, and (b) inhomogeneity parameter

R at resonance vs. latitude for the traced wave shown in Figure 9, assuming a constant wave

electric field Ew = 1 mV/m, for electrons with energy approximately 0.1, 1, 10, 20, and 30 keV.

(c) The wave electric field and (d) wave magnetic field required to scale the inhomogeneity pa-

rameter to R = 1. the solid curves show values for the upward leg of the wave path (with Vg∥ and

k∥ positive), and dashed curves show values for the return path (with Vg∥ and k∥ negative). The

wave electric and magnetic field required to scale to R = 1 are shown in (e) and (f) as functions

of resonant particle energy and α0.
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The inhomogeneity parameter R was evaluated along the traced ray path by first441

specifying the particle energy E, and determining the corresponding pitch angle at each442

location using the resonance condition (the right hand side of Equation 9 set to 0, with443

ℓ = 0). The equatorial value, α0, is shown in panel (a) of Figure 10 for several values444

of energy in the keV range. The upward and downward legs of the wave path (solid and445

dashed curves, respectively) are treated separately. Figure 10b shows R from Equation446

11, assuming ∂ω/∂t = 0. The wave electric field amplitude at each location was assumed447

to be 1 mV/m. Values R < 1, indicating nonlinear particle motion that could partic-448

ipate in generating triggered emissions, were reached at low latitude. Figures 10c and449

10d show what values of wave electric and magnetic field, respectively, would be needed450

to scale the inhomogeneity parameter to R = 1 for each combination of E and λ. Fig-451

ures 10e and 10f show the same required wave fields for a wide range of E and α0 val-452

ues, and generally indicate that waves with electric field in the mV/m range and mag-453

netic fields of a few 10s of pT, are sufficient to induce nonlinear behavior through Lan-454

dau resonance with some particles with energy of 10s of keV.455

5 Summary456

The DSX mission represents a rare and exciting active space experiment in which457

a high-power VLF transmitter excited propagating electromagnetic waves. These waves458

were received by remote spacecraft, reflected back to DSX, and may have been sufficiently459

intense to produce trigger emissions. Application of well-validated ray tracing techniques460

in cold and warm plasmas paints a picture of unusually oblique wave normals excited461

over a very limited range of angles to the geomagnetic field, which should reveal details462

about the DSX antenna pattern. In addition, analysis of any observed triggered emis-463

sions will help to constrain wave intensities, possibly pointing toward linear amplifica-464

tion as a mechanism for achieving the substantial wave intensities required for nonlin-465

ear wave-particle interactions. Detailed analysis of the DSX data set is currently under-466

way.467

Open Research468

Data collected from the DSX mission is undergoing post-mission processing and469

quality control. When this process is complete, it will become available without restric-470

tions via the NASA Space Physics Data Facility. A freely available ray tracing package471

is available at https://github.com/rareid2472
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